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OVER the years a fairly satisfactory system of base hospitals, forward hospitals, casualty clearing
stations and field surgical units has gradually evolved so that the soldier fighting on land almost from the
moment of wounding can be dealt with efficiently. A war at sea is a difficult and a different problem.
This was particularly so in the 1914-1918 war. Firstly, compared with the Army medical man-power was
greatly under strength; the Navy as a career was not popular-the doctor was not given many of the
privileges that hegot in theArmy.
It was naturally impossible to man every sea-going vessel with a qualified doctor and so, on the
principle that halfa doctor is better than no doctor at all, a new body called "The Surgeon Probationer"
came into being. This actually came into force in December 1913 when the possibility of a war was just
appearing on the horizon. These young men must all have passed their second M.B. and if they had one
or two years ofclinical experience it was so much thebetter, but ifthey were far advanced in theirmedical
training theAdmiralty preferred that they should finish andjoin the Navy as fully fledged doctors.
These young men-they totalled 1200 men over the four years of war-came from all the home
medical schools and many from other parts of the Commonwealth. They largely replaced the "sick bay
attendants" of previous wars. They wore one thin wavy gold stripe (with later a curl on it) and were
privileged to be looked on as officer class.
The 1914-1918 war was essentially a war of small vessels-destroyers, sloops, mine sweepers and
light cruisers bore the brunt of the fighting and these were manned by the surgeon probationers, whilst
the capital ships-dreadnoughts and battle cruisers which were fully equipped medically as it happened
saw much less ofthe actual fighting.
The young surgeon probationers to start with had no clinical experience. They were given a crash
course and all were supplied with a very useful small 80-page manual of "first-aid in naval warfare" by
R. J. Willan-later Professor of Surgery in Newcastle-on-Tyne and successor to Professor Ernest
Grey-Turner. R. S. Allison thought so well of this book that he reproduced it in toto as Part II of his
own book.
Sydney Allison's book gives us a clear picture of the experience gained by these young men as well
as the work that they might beexpected to do.
Of the grand total of 1200-all of whom are given by name in this book-special and detailed
mention is made ofmost ofthe 36 who came from the Belfast school, and it is interesting to see how many
reached a position of great importance later on. They included the author himself, who had a
distinguished career as a neurologist, as a sailor in two world wars and finally as an historian-with his
main interest in the history of sea diseases as well as the origin of our own local hospitals. Another was
Fred M. B. Allen-the first Nuffield Professor ofChild Health at Queen's. Another was Arthur Eaton-
surgeon to the Omagh Hospital. R. Leslie Dodds, although a Queen's man, moved to London to become
one ofthe busiest gynaecologists there. The two Hall brothers-Robin and Hugo-were responsible with
others for the formation of a permanent territorial unit of the R.N.V.R. which was based and still is in
H.M.S. Caroline.
It was interesting to see in print the famous incident that happened to George McFadden-late
Senior Surgeon in the Belfast City Hospital, who was washed over-board into a strong sea by a gigantic
wave but by an exceptional piece of good luck was washed back on board again by a subsequent wave-
something which must have happened to very few.
This delightfully written book is a valuable piece of naval history and gives details of a unique
experiment. This will probably not be repeated and it was certainly not used in the 1939-1945 war. The
real tragedy of this book is that the author lived long enough only to see it in its final state, but did not
live long enough to hear from his friends how much thay had enjoyed it and to thank him for doing such
a usefuljob for the Navy and for Belfast.
I.F.
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